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STATUS REPORT ON THE LOS ALAMOS PROTON STORAGE RING

Eugene Colton, D. Neuffer, H. A. Thiessen, H. Butler, G. R. Swain,
A. Lombardi*, D, Fitzgerald, F. Mariam, M. Plum, R. Ryder,
R. Macek, D. Clark, J, Hurd, R. Hutson, J, McClill, T. Hardek,

R. Shafer, G. Lawrence, A. Jason, B. Blind, R. Hardekopf
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

The proton storage ring currentiy operates at an average current
of 30 v A corresponding to 1.25 x 1013 protons per pulse (ppp) at a
repetition rate of 15 Hz. The design operating current for the machine is
100 MA. We arc limited to running at the reduced yield because of beam
losses during the accumulation period, These losses are understood and
arise mainly from emittance growths during the injection and multiple
scattering in the stripping foil during the storage, During beam studies
we have succeeded in accumulating in excess of 3.7 x 1013 ppp. We have
also observed a coherent transverse instability at high charge levels.
The signature for the instability is rapid coherent growth of the
transverse beam size followed by a loss of beam in the machine. The
threshold for the instability depends most strongly upon rf voltage and
beam size.

INTRODUCTION

Construction of the Proton Storage Ring (PSR) was completed in
Spring, 1985. The ring provides up to a factor of 4000 time compression
for production of thermal neutrons, These neutrons are useful for
condensed matter physics, chemical physics, materials science,
crystallography, and structural biology, The proton beam also serves to
create a copious neutrino flux, A thorough review of the PSR opcrti.lion
through the beginning of 1987 has been presented previously. 1 I n
addition, wc have prepared a paper on the transverse instability seen in
PSR,2 During 1987 wc performed further experiments and dcvclopcd
further insight into the mechanisms responsible for beam loss during
accumulation. These losses c})rrently limit operation to an average
current of 30 1AA, In this work we briefly review the principles of
operation, then discuss some of the mc~surements. Next wc discuss the
mechanisms responsible for the accumtii:~tion (slow) losses, Following
this, wc present empirical results for tl,c coherent instability, Finally wc
discuss plans for a proposed upgrade which should reduce the
accumulation losses to a tolerable ICVCJ, which we have defined as 100 nA;
with this implcmcntcd we should bc :Jhlc to raise the delivered current to
100 vA.
--.—---- .—--- -.-. —
*C~llab~rator, C’ERN, Gci~,:va, Swii,wriand



PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

Figure 1 shows a plan view of the PSR complete with the local
injection and extraction beam transport systems. Table I lists the
relevant parameters of the machin:. With the exception of the
chromaticitics listed, all of the given values are design parameters. In
fact, the design chromaticities were -0.8 and -1.3, respectively, in
disagreement with the measured values.

Table 1. PSR Parameters

Proton—Kinetic Energy 797 MeV -
Circumference 90.2 m
Focusing Structure FODO, 10 cell
Betatron Tunes Qx, Qy 3.23, 2.22
Acceptance AX,A y 124, 167 mm-mrad
Transition Gamma 3.1
Average Beam Pipe Radius 0.05 m
Measured Chromaticities ~x, ~y -1.3, -1.0
Bunchcr Harmonic. Frequency 1, 2.795 MHz
Peak RF Voltage 15 kV
Maximum Synchrotrons Tune Q~ 0,0006
Bunch Length 62 m
Stored Beam 5.2 X 1013
Repetition Rate 12 Hz

—.—-

Refc.rring to Fig. 1, H- are transported from the LAMPF Linac and
arrive at the PSR through the injection bearnline, The H- arc stripped to
H O in the fringe field of the stripper magnet; the horizontal cmittancc is
increased by a factor of three during this process, The Ho then drift to a
200 Mg/cm2 carbon foil where 90% of thcm are stripped to protons. The
surviving Ho continue downstream tn the Ho beam dump. These processes
continue through the injection period, meanwhile the stored protons
orbit repeatedly (up to 2800 turns for a 1 mscs injection), The circulating
current has rcachcd 16.5 amperes whi!c the 1 mscc LAMPF macropulsc
has been compressed to 250 nscc (a reduction of 4000). At the cnd of
injection the two injection kickers arc synchronously fired ano the
intense proton bunch is dircctcd into the extraction bcamlinc. This line
is merged into the line D and Ihc protons sent to the cxpcrimcntal targets,
The circulating beam in the PSR has a gap of about 28 m in order to
facilitate Iossless extraction,

The PSR uses
necessary to maintain
that wc have online

MEASUREMENTS

a host of diagnostics m pcrtorm basic mcasurcmcn[s
opcmtion The system is sufficiently automtitcd so

rcprcscntalions (or proton flux, accumulation Iosscs,
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Fig. 1. Plan view of PSR,

longitudinal bunch shape, and closed-orbit locations. During machine
studies we have measured the synchrotrons tune vs. applied rf voltage,
horizontal beta functions at several locations, dispersions, space-charge
tune shifts, losses vs. quadrupok settings, leading to a betatron resonance
map, betatron tunes vs. relative momentum spread, and many parameters
related to the coherent instabilities, We empirically found a best fit to the
data for the bctatron tunes vs. alp/p over the range ldp/pl < 0.005. We
found

Qx(Wp) = QxCD -1.25 Qx(o) dplp + 1 I I (dP/p)*

and

Qy(dp/p) = Qy(0) -0.96 Qy(0) dpfp - 84 (dp/p)2

contribution of both scxtupdc
observed integral harmonic

It appears that there is a zcroth-harmonic
and octupolar fields, Wc have also
contributions indirectly through the excitation of bctatron resonances.
Evidence was obtained for the sum resonances Qx + 2QY = 8, 2QX + Qy = 9,
and 2QX + 2QY = 11, The strong integer Qx = 3 and Qy = 2 resonances arc idso
observed, These resonances do not affect opcra[ion at our nominal tunes.



SLOW LOSSES

During productim we inject beam for 375 microscc which is about
1050 turns. During this period we lose about 1.6%. These losses are
quantified as being 0.2% first turn, O.15% from nuclear and large angle
coulomb scattering in the foil, 0.5% from action of the rf cavity, and
0.85% from cmittancc growth from foil scattering in the absence of rf.
The losses take place at several horizontal aperture restrictions, namely
the foil holder and extraction septa. The two stage injection into PSI?
involves a horizontal cmittance growth at the wripper magnet as well as a
horizontal plane mismatch of the beam to PSR in both dispersion and
phase space at the injection stripper foil. The net result of all this is a
first-turn loss, and a beam that is too wide and has non-Gaussian tails.
The rf cavity just makes the beam wider, and narrower, as time proceeds
duc to synchrotrons motion, i.e., it is just a alp/p effect. When the beam is
widened 10SSCS occur at the horizontal restrictions. The rms emittancc
growth in the foil is simply given by the expression

where eo is the initial rms cmittancc, ~ f IS the beta function at ~hc foil,
< 02 > is the mean squared scattering angle for a single foil traversal, f is
the probability of a foil traversal on a turn, and Nt is the number of

turns. The cmittance grows linearly with time, with the result that UX2>
the mean square value of the beam width incrcascs !incarly with time.
“Nc have, in fact, observed such a growth in beam width. Presently, the
foil traversal probability is high, greater than 50% ~ven when wc steer
the injected beam so as to rcducc the foil traversal, Wc have observed
that tnc Iosscs increase quadratically with time - a doubling of the
injection period results in 4 times the losses. Even with a time averaged
cummt of 30 PA, we arc seeing Iosscs of about 0.5 MA which are S times
the desired maximum.

COHERENT INSTABILITY

A sudden Iosy of beam current is observed when wc cxcccd a
certain current threshold with typically half of the beam vanishing in
about 50 microscc, A rapid coherent transverse beam growth is observed
just before the loss, Figure 2 are oscilloscope traces showing the time
dependenccs of the beam current for injected fluxes below and above the
threshold. These pictures were taken for a coasting beam, i,c. with the rf
cavity offi the threshold Varies from 0,4-1,1 x 1013 protons depending
upon the injected vertical bsam size, The instability threshold can be
pushed up by cnergizin~ the if cavity - the higher the voltage, the
higher the threshold. In facl, additional measures, such as inclusion of a
second-harmonic component to the cavi,y voltage, and the usc of
scxtupolc and octupolc magnets, allowed us to reach 3,7 x 1013 ppp; we arc
source limited at this value because we dispense with 30% of the beam



during injection in order to maintain the beam gap for the kicker rise
time.

The instability threshold can be represented by the standard
coasting beam formula3 which is expressed as an inequality

where ZL is the transverse coupling impedance, Q is the betatron tune, R
-2-7-2, and 8p/p is theis the machine radius, n is an integer > Q, q = yt

relative momentum spread (fwhn) of the beam. The major impedance of
the ring is the space charge impedance, given by

where ZO is
and b arc
magnitude
Increasing a

the impedance of free space [approximately 377 ohms ~, and a
the beam radius and beam pipe radius, respectively. The
of z~ is in the neighborhood of 5-10 Mohms/meter.
reduces ZL and tends to stabilize the beam. Increasing the rf

voltage raises the relative momentum spread of the beam, thus also
stabilizing the beam; an increase in betatron Q also helps too. The
instability growth rate is quite large, of the order of 2 x 104 see-l; it is
directly proportional to the real part of the transverse coupling
impedance which has to be uf the order of 0.5- 1.0 Mohm/meter for such a
large growth rate. We have searched for potential contributors m Rc(Z1 )
with little success. We have eliminated the orbit bumper magnets, rf
cavity, and the housing containing the stripper foil - 0 -
Fuilhermore, it does not appear that there is a single
responsible for the short growth time.

as active agents.
resonator which is

A PROPOSEDUPGRADE

to the PSR. The
present two-stage

has some distinct

We are currently planning a staged modification
first is a direct H- injection system to replace the
injection system. Tht usc of direct H- injection
advantages over the present scheme. The obvious gains are: Wc can
totally match the linac beam to the PSR at the injection point; the
emittance growth during the injection will be reduced. The s.mall~r
injected emittanccs can be used to reduce the foil traversals in a number
of ways which include Iiriear coupling, collapsing orbit bumps, etc
There is more flexibility in filling of phase spa?e so we can, e-g,, balance
between space charge effects and accumulation losses, Figure 3 shows a
possible rework of section O, the injection straight, so as to permit di[ect
H - injection, The lattice bends arc each reduced by 3 degrees at the
opposite ends of lhc straight section and a weak combining dipole with 6
degree bend merges the circulating protons and injcctcd H“ al the
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midpoint; a H- to proton stripping foil follows thereafter. The detailed
design is under study-so far it looks promising. Another important
change will be an increased horizontal aperture in lhc machine - this
requires a new extraction system. The increased aperture in the machine
can be obtained by a redesign of the fast extraction area; we arc plenning
to replace the striplinc extraction kickers with a fast ferrite kicker
supplying 1fl mrad of kick. After this, the extraction septa can be moved
so that the apmurc of the machine will be 50 mm radius throughout.

For the immediate future, wc hope to increase the average current
via techniques involving reduction of the foil traversals as well as
through optimization of the trctatron tunca. We wIN continue to research
the coherent instability. We hope to have completed th: above
improvements by FY 90. After this we look forward to reaching the
design current of 100 VA.
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